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Throughout history mail has played a fundamental role in how companies communicate to customers. As the world 
of communication has evolved, new digital channels have emerged providing individuals and businesses with many 
new options. However, one form of send and receive communication still remains the most powerful: mail.
 
This election season, mail will again play a critical role in shaping the course of our country.  From political 
advertisements and endorsements to balloting, candidates and municipalities will rely on the power of mail to 
reach voters when it counts the most.  
 www.ThePowerofMail.com

Mail Dominates in Reaching Voters

States Turn to Vote-by-Mail 2012 Political Mail Volume on the Rise

Early Voting by Mail Skyrockets

1.7 billion pieces of political mail nationwide
$285 million to be spent on direct mail

In the 2008 presidential election, 624 million 
ballots, or 18% of all votes, were cast by mail. 

581% of households read their mail daily

11% of social media fans of the 200 biggest brands actually interact f
221% of permissions-based emails are never delivered

331% of households rely mostly on their mobile phones

443% of Americans now have DVR and do not watch commercials

33 Senate seat races
435 House seat races
13 governors’ races
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20% of all votes cast in 2004
30% of all votes cast in 2008
35% forecast for 2012

27 states allow no-excuse voting by mail
21 states allow excuse-only voting by mail
2 states are vote-by-mail only, eliminating 
polling stations

7Early (mail-in) voting in recent presidential elections:
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